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C 1 HERMITE INTERPOLATION WITH MPH CURVES
USING PH-MPH TRANSITIVE MAPPINGS
Gwangil Kim, Jae Hoon Kong, and Hyun Chol Lee

Abstract. We introduce polynomial PH-MPH transitive mappings
which transform planar PH curves to MPH curves in R2,1 , and prove
that parameterizations of Enneper surfaces of the 1st and the 2nd kind
and conjugates of Enneper surfaces of the 2nd kind are PH-MPH transitive. We show how to solve C 1 Hermite interpolation problems in R2,1 ,
for an admissible C 1 Hermite data-set, by using the parametrization of
Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind. We also show that we can obtain interpolants for at least some inadmissible data-sets by using MPH biarcs on
Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind.

1. Introduction
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Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) curves in R2 were originally introduced by
Farouki and Sakkalis [8] as polynomial curves with polynomial speed functions.
The properties of their speed functions provide computational advantages in
handling offsets for NC machining.
PH curves have been the subject of a lot of research [4, 20]. Several different representations have been proposed for PH curves: a complex-variable
model [8], a model based on the characterization of the complex roots of the
hodograph of the curve [15], and a unified approach using Clifford algebra [3].
The original planar PH curves have been extended to spatial and rational
curves [5, 10]; and methods of characterizing PH curves have become more sophisticated, and now encompass several more applications [20]. PH curves
have also been extended to non-Euclidean space: in particular Minkowski
PH (MPH) curves [23] have been used to solve problems related to Medial
axis transformations [2, 21, 25]. These developments have included a lot of
progress [1,7,11,18,19, 21,24] in solving interpolation problems with PH/MPH
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curves [5, 6, 12], including techniques such as speed re-parametrization [15],
boundary data modification [16] and PH/MPH-preserving mappings [13,17,22].
In this paper, we introduce PH-MPH transitive mappings, which transform
PH curves in R2 to MPH curves in R2,1 , and we show that the mappings
can be used to solve interpolation problems with MPH curves in R2,1 , by reducing them to interpolation problems that can be solved using PH curves in
R2 . PH and MPH curves are geometrically associated [19], in their respective
functions as boundary curves of planar domains and MATs, they have similar formulations, and their hodographs satisfy the same Pythagorean property:
the difference between them is the metric of the space in which each is defined.
We will demonstrate a new association between them: a functional association
through PH-MPH transitive mappings. The algebraic similarity of PH and
MPH curves is illustrated by their susceptibility to be handled in a unified way
using Clifford algebra [3]. However, the use of this algebra to address interpolation problems with MPH curves directly can incur computational problems
which do not arise when it is applied to PH curves. We will show that PHMPH transitive mappings simplify the use of MPH curves to solve C 1 Hermite
interpolation problems. Previous work based on Clifford algebra addressed C 1
Hermite interpolation in R2,1 using MPH quintics [18]. Subsequently in [19],
this algebra was abandoned in favor of a unified Pythagorean hodograph approach, and it was shown that it is possible to solve G1 Hermite interpolation
problems in R2,1 with planar PH curves. We will show that it is possible to
solve C 1 Hermite interpolation problems for admissible data-sets in R2,1 with
planar PH quintics, by reducing them to interpolation problems in R2 , using
PH-MPH transitive mappings based on parameterizations of Enneper surfaces
in R2,1 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we revisit
the definitions of Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) and Minkowski Pythagoreanhodograph (MPH) curves, introduce PH-MPH transitive mappings and provide
some examples. In Section 3, we show that parameterizations of the Enneper
surfaces in R2,1 are PH-MPH transitive, and that two Enneper surfaces can
be found to satisfy any admissible data-set in R2,1 . We also show that these
mappings can be used to reduce a C 1 Hermite interpolation problem involving
such a data-set to a new C 1 Hermite interpolation problem in R2 , and that
there exist eight interpolants satisfying the original data-set, which lie on two
Enneper surfaces as images, mapped by the parameterizations, of the planar
PH quintic interpolants satisfying the reduced data-set in R2 . We go on to
consider inadmissible data-sets and, by means of an example, show that the
junction-point method [15] using MPH biarcs might be a possible solution in
this case. In Section 4, we summarize the results of this work and propose some
themes for further study.
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2. Preliminaries

For n ∈ N, let Rn+1 and Rn,1 respectively be (n + 1)-dimensional Euclidean
and Minkowski space, and let P[t] be the set of polynomial functions with
real coefficients. We will express a polynomial curve in Rn+1 or Rn,1 respectively as a mapping r : R → Rn+1 or r : R → Rn,1 from the space of
real numbers R to Rn+1 or Rn,1 . The component functions of r, which are
x1 (t), x2 (t), . . . , xn+1 (t), are members of P[t].
Definition 2.1. A polynomial curve r(t) = (x1 (t), x2 (t), . . . , xn+1 (t)) is said
to be a Pythagorean-hodograph (PH) or a Minkowski Pythagorean-hodograph
(MPH) curve if its hodograph r0 (t) = (x01 (t), . . . , x0n+1 (t)) satisfies the Pythagorean or the Minkowski Pythagorean condition respectively;
!
n+1
n
X
X
kr0 (t)k2n+1 =
x0i (t)2 = σ(t)2 kr0 (t)k2n,1 =
x0i (t)2 − x0n+1 (t)2 = σ(t)2 ,
i=1

i=1

where k ∗ kn+1 (k ∗ kn,1 ) denotes the Euclidean or Minkowski norm of Rn+1 or
Rn,1 , and σ(t) ∈ P[t].

of

Definition 2.2. A polynomial mapping φ : Rn → Rm or φ : Rn,1 → Rm,1 is
said to be PH-preserving or MPH-preserving respectively if, for every PH or
MPH curve r(t) in Rn or Rn,1 , φ(r(t)) is also a PH or MPH curve in Rm or
Rm,1 .
Example 2.1. Let X = R3 and let Ψ : X → X be the affine transformation
given by
Ψ(p) = λRp + k

for ∀p ∈ X,

where R is an orthogonal matrix and k is a constant vector in X, and λ ∈ R\{0}
is a scaling factor. Then, for a PH curve r(t) in X, the mapping Ψ is PHpreserving, since
(1)

d

hΨ(r(t))0 , Ψ(r(t))0 i = hλRr0 (t), λRr0 (t)i
= λ2 hr0 (t), r0 (t)i
= λ2 kr0 (t)k23 ,

ea

where h , i denotes the usual inner product in X. If X = R2,1 , Eq. (1) shows
that the affine transformation Ψ : X → X is MPH-preserving.
Let ψ(u, v) = (x(u, v), y(u, v), z(u, v)) be the polynomial mapping given by

v3
v3
, y(u, v) = −2uv, z(u, v) = −v − u2 v − .
3
3
Then, for any r(t) = (u(t), v(t)) in R1,1 , we obtain
2
2
kψ(r(t))0 k22,1 = v 0 − 2uvu0 − u2 v 0 − v 2 v 0 + (2uu0 + 2vv 0 )
2
− v 0 + 2uvu0 + u2 v 0 + v 2 v 0

Ah

x(u, v) = v − vu2 −
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= 4v 2 (u02 − v 02 ) = 4v 2 kr(t)0 k21,1 .
This shows that ψ(u, v) is MPH-preserving.

Definition 2.3. A polynomial mapping φ : Rn → Rm,1 is said to be PH-MPH
transitive if, for every PH curve r(t) in Rn , φ(r(t)) is an MPH curve in Rm,1 .
Example 2.2. Let Φ : R2 → R2,1 be a polynomial mapping given by
√
√
√
3
3
Φ(u, v) = ( 2u − √ v, 2u + √ v, 5v).
2
2

Then the mapping Φ is PH-MPH transitive for any PH curve r(t) = (u(t), v(t))
in R2 , since

2 
2
√ 0
√
√ 0
3
3
hΦ(r(t))0 , Φ(r(t))0 i =
2u − √ v 0 +
2u + √ v 0 − ( 5v 0 )2
2
2
02
02
02
= 4u + 9v − 5v
= 4(u02 + v 02 ),

of

again h , i denotes the usual inner product in R2,1 .
3. C 1 Hermite interpolation with MPH curves using PH-MPH
transitive mappings

d

In 1983, Kobayashi [14] introduced the Weierstrass-Enneper representation
of maximal surfaces, which are space-like surfaces with vanishing mean curvature in R2,1 . He also introduced three interesting examples of maximal cubic
surfaces: an Enneper surface of the 1st kind; an Enneper surface of the 2nd
kind; and the conjugate of an Enneper surface of the 2nd kind. In this section, we will prove that the parameterizations of these surfaces are PH-MPH
transitive, and show that we can solve C 1 Hermite interpolation problems with
them.
3.1. Enneper surfaces in R2,1

ea

Definition 3.1. Let Ωk ∈ R2,1 be an Enneper surface of the first kind with
the parameterization Ψk : R2 → R2,1 as follows:

 3
v3
u
2
2
2
2
(2)
− uv + u, − + u v − v, v − u ,
Ψk (u, v) = k
3
3

Ah

where k ∈ R\{0} is a constant. The Enneper surface of the 2nd kind Σk ∈ R2,1
has a parameterization Φk : R2 → R2,1 , as follows:
 3

u
u3
2
2
(3)
Φk (u, v) = k
− uv + u, −2uv,
− uv − u , where u 6= 0.
3
3
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In addition, the conjugate of an Enneper surface of the 2nd kind, denoted by
Σ∗k , is parameterized by the mapping Φ∗k : R2 → R2,1 , as follows:
 3

v
v3
(4) Φ∗k (u, v) = k
− u2 v − v, v 2 − u2 ,
− u2 v + v , where u 6= 0.
3
3

The following theorem establishes that all the parameterizations of cubic
Enneper surfaces commonly have the interesting property of converting PH
curves in R2 to MPH curves in R2,1 .
Theorem 3.1. Ψk , Φk and Φ∗k are PH-MPH transitive.

Proof. If r(t) = (u(t), v(t)) is a PH curve in R2 , then, since

kΨk (r(t))0 k22,1 = k 2 {(u2 u0 − 2uvv 0 − v 2 u0 − u0 )2 + (−v 2 v 0 + 2uvu0 + u2 v 0 v 0 )2
− (2vv 0 − 2uu0 )2 }

= k 2 (u2 + v 2 − 1)2 (u02 + v 02 ),

the curve Ψk (r(t)) in R2,1 is an MPH curve. Furthers, since

kΦk (r(t))0 k22,1 = k 2 {(u(t)2 u0 (t) − u0 (t)v(t)2 − 2u(t)v(t)v 0 (t) + u0 (t))2
+ (2u0 (t)v(t) + 2u(t)v 0 (t))2

of

− (u(t)2 u0 (t) − u0 (t)v(t)2 − 2u(t)v(t)v 0 (t) − u0 (t))2 }
= 4k 2 u2 (u02 + v 02 ),

the curve Φk (r(t)) in R2,1 is also an MPH curve. In addition, since

kΦ∗k (r(t))0 k22,1 = k 2 {(v(t)2 v 0 (t) − v 0 (t)u(t)2 − 2v(t)u(t)u0 (t) − v 0 (t))2
+ (2v(t)v 0 (t) − 2u(t)u0 (t))2

− (v(t)2 v 0 (t) − v 0 (t)u(t)2 − 2u(t)u0 (t)v(t) + v 0 (t))2 }
= 4k 2 u2 (u02 + v 02 ),

Ah

ea

d

the curve Φ∗k (r(t)) in R2,1 is yet another MPH curve. This completes the proof.

Figure 1 shows the surfaces Ω1 , Σ1 and Σ∗1 over the intervals −1 ≤ u ≤ 1
and −1 ≤ v ≤ 1. From this figure we can see that Ω1 is very similar to
a symmetrical Enneper surface in R3 , but Σ1 and Σ∗1 are severely twisted
enough to be clearly distinguished from Ω1 . These observations suggest that
Ω1 might provide flexibility in a form more appropriate for solving C 1 Hermite
interpolation problems than Σ1 and Σ∗1 . These surfaces might reasonably be
expected to be more restricted because of the singularity at u = 0, as well as
their twisted shapes. Therefore, we will mainly experiment with Ωk , and also
Σ∗k , equivalent to Ψk and Φ∗k , in addressing C 1 Hermite interpolation problems
in R2,1 .
We now look more clearly at the applicability of Ωk to interpolation problems. In the following theorem we will show that Ωk contains certain straight
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Figure 1. Enneper surfaces over the intervals −1 ≤ u ≤ 1
and −1 ≤ v ≤ 1: (a) Ω1 ; (b) Σ1 ; (c) Σ∗1 . These surfaces are
respectively parameterized by Ψk , Φk and Φ∗k , when k = 1.

ea

lines on the xy-plane in R2,1 , which we can exploit in re-arranging data-sets to
make them admissible for interpolation.
Theorem 3.2. Ωk contains the straight line lω± = {(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R2,1 | x1 =
±x2 , x3 = 0}. At p0 = (0, 0, 0) ∈ Ωk , the xy-plane is tangent to Ωk .

Ah

Proof. Let p0 = (x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ Ωk and x3 = 0. Then, from x3 = u2 − v 2 = 0,
we obtain u = ±v. Further, since


2u3
(1, ∓1, 0),
Ψk (u, v)|v=±u = k u −
3
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we can obtain lω±n= {(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R2,1 | x1 = ±x2 , x3 = 0}. Note thato
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
Ψk −1 (0, 0, 0) = (0, 0), ( 26 , 26 ), (− 26 , − 26 ), ( 26 , − 26 ), (− 26 , 26 ) ⊂ R2 .
∂Ψ∗

Thus, when u = v = 0, since ∂uk (0, 0, 0) = (1, 0, 0) and ∂vk (0, 0, 0) =
(0, −1, 0), the xy-plane in R2,1 is tangent to Ωk at (0, 0, 0). This completes
the proof.

3

2 t
cubic
Example 3.1. Let r(t)
 = (t , 3 − t) and let Tλ (t) be the 0Tschirnhausen
2
3
3λ(t − 3), at(t − 3) . Then r(t) = T 13 (t) + (3, 0) and kr (t)k2 = (2t)2 + (t2 −
1)2 = (t2 + 1)2 . Hence r(t) is a PH curve in R2 . Since Ψ1 , Φ1 and Φ∗1 are
all PH-MPH transitive, Ψ1 (r(t)), Φ1 (r(t)) and Φ1 ∗ (r(t)), shown in Figure 2,
are all MPH curves in R2,1 . The figure suggests that, while Ψ1 (r(t)) is goodshaped, Φ1 (r(t)) is likely to be the worst of these three interpolants because it
has a singularity at u = 0. Φ∗1 has the same singularity, and the curve Φ1 ∗ (r(t))
passes through that singularity at u = v = 0 (i.e., when t = 0).

3.2. C 1 Hermite interpolation with MPH curves in R2,1 using Ψk

We now show how to solve C 1 Hermite interpolation problems in R2,1 using
Ψk , which are MPH curves on the surfaces Ωk , to reduce them to problems in
R2 .

of

Definition 3.2. A C 1 Hermite data-set HC1 = {p0 , p1 , v0 , v1 } consists of two
end-points p0 and p1 , and two velocities v0 and v1 at those end-points, where
p1 − p0 , v0 and v1 ∈ R2,1 are all space-like, i.e., kp1 − p0 k2,1 > 0, kv0 k2,1 > 0
and kv1 k2,1 > 0.
If p0 and p1 lie on a surface Σ, and v0 and v1 are tangents to that surface,
then we can say that Σ satisfies HC1 . If φ is a mapping which generates the
surface Σ, then we can also say that φ satisfies HC1 .

d

Definition 3.3. For a C 1 Hermite data-set HC1 = {p0 , p1 , v0 , v1 }, HCs 1 = {ps0 ,
ps1 , v0s , v1s } is called the standard data-set of HC1 , when p0 , p1 , v0 and v1 can
be respectively transformed to ps0 = (0, 0, 0), ps1 = (1, 1, 0) (or (1, −1, 0)),
v0s = (v01 , v02 , 0) and v1s = (v11 , v12 , v13 ), using a mapping composed of a
translation, a rotation and a scaling.

Ah

ea

Remark 3.1. We can find the standard data-set HCs 1 of any C 1 Hermite data-set
HC1 = {p0 , p1 , v0 , v1 }, as follows: First, we translate p0 and p1 by −p0 . Next
we rotate the vectors p1 −p0 , v0 and v1 together around the origin, until p1 −p0
is transformed to a vector on the straight line x1 = x2 or x1 = −x2 . Then
we rotate these transformed vectors around this line, until the transformed
initial velocity vector becomes tangent to the xy-plane. Finally, we scale the
transformed vectors together until√the norm of the transformed vector which
was on the straight line becomes 2. A C 1 Hermite data-set HC1 is regular if
ps1 = (1, 1, 0) (or ps1 = (1, −1, 0)), v0s and v1s in HCs 1 are linearly independent;
and then, obviously, v13 6= 0. A data-set is admissible for interpolation when
we can find interpolants that satisfy it.
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(c)
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of

(a)

(d)

d

Figure 2. r(t) from Example 3.1, over the interval 0 ≤ t ≤ 1,
and images of the Enneper surfaces produced by the mappings
Ψ1 , Φ1 and Φ∗1 in R2,1 : (a) r(t), (b) Ψ1 (r(t)), (c) Φ1 (r(t)), and
(d) Φ∗1 (r(t)).

ea

The following two theorems give us the criteria necessary to determine
whether a standardized regular C 1 Hermite data-set HC1 is admissible for our
interpolation method.

Theorem 3.3. For a regular C 1 Hermite data-set HCs 1 √
= {(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0),
v0s = (v01 , v02 , 0), v1s = (v11 , v12 , v13 )}, if |v11 − v12 | > 2|v13 |, we can obtain eight generic MPH interpolants satisfying HCs 1 , which lie on two Enneper
surfaces of the 1st kind.

Ah

Proof. Let Ωk be an Enneper surface of the 1st kind, parameterized by Ψk ,
which is expressed by Eq. (2), and let α(t) = (u(t), v(t)) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) be a PH
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(7)

Ψk (α(0)) = (0, 0, 0),
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curve on R2 satisfying α(0) = (u(0), v(0)) = (0, 0) and α(t) = (u(1), v(1)) =
(u1 , −u1 ), with u1 6= 0. Then, since Ψk is PH-MPH transitive, Ψk (α(t)) is an
MPH curve on Ωk . In order for this curve to satisfy the given data-set HCs 1 ,
the following constraints must be satisfied:
Ψk (α(1)) = (1, 1, 0),

∂Ψk
∂Ψk
dΨk (α(t))
|t=0 =
(α(t))|t=0 u0 (0) +
(α(t))|t=0 v 0 (0)
dt
∂u
∂v
= (v01 , v02 , 0),
dΨk (α(t))
∂Ψk
∂Ψk
|t=1 =
(α(t))|t=1 u0 (1) +
(α(t))|t=1 v 0 (1)
dt
∂u
∂v
= (v11 , v12 , v13 ).

By, substituting u(0) = 0, v(0) = 0 and u(1) = u1 , v(1) = −u1 into Eq. (2), we
can readily show that Eq. (5) is satisfied when


2u31
(8)
k u1 −
= 1.
3

of

∂Ψk
2
2
k
However, after this substitution, ∂Ψ
∂u = k(u − v + 1, 2uv, −2u) and ∂v =
2
2
k(−2uv, −v + u − 1, 2v), and thus the constraints of Eqs. (6) and (7) change
to
dΨk (α(t))
(9)
|t=0 = k(1, 0, 0)u0 (0) + k(0, −1, 0)v 0 (0) = (v01 , v02 , 0),
dt
dΨk (α(t))
(10)
|t=1 = k(1, −2u21 , −2u1 )u0 (1) + k(2u21 , −1, −2u1 )v 0 (1)
dt
= (v11 , v12 , v13 ).

(11)
(12)

ku0 (1) + 2ku21 v 0 (1) = v11 ,

−2ku21 u0 (1) − kv 0 (1) = v12 ,

−2ku1 u0 (1) − 2ku1 v 0 (1) = v13 ;

ea

(13)

d

From Eq. (9) we obtain u0 (0) = vk01 and v 0 (0) = − vk02 , if k 6= 0.
To transform the original problem with the data-set HCs 1 in R2,1 to the
problem searching for C 1 Hermite PH interpolants in R2 , we have to find a
value of u1 that satisfies Eq. (10) for some v1s in R2,1 . We start by obtaining
the following equalities from Eq. (10):

and from these we obtain k(2u21 + 1)(u0 (1) + v 0 (1)) = v11 − v12 and −2k(u0 (1) +
v 0 (1))u1 = v13 . If we recall that v13 6= 0, since HCs 1 is regular, we see that
eliminating the term (u0 (1) + v 0 (1)) from Eqs. (11)-(13) yields a quadratic
equation for u1 :
(14)

2v13 u21 + 2(v11 − v12 )u1 + v13 = 0.

Ah

√
If |v11 − v12 | > 2|v13 |, we can obtain two distinct real roots which satisfy
this equation. Substituting one of these values for u1 into Eq. (8), we can
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obtain a q
generic value of k which satisfies it, except in the singular case where
u1 = ± 32 . Finally, substituting these values for u1 and k, we can solve
Eqs. (12) and (13) simultaneously, and hence obtain u0 (1) and v 0 (1).
We have now achieved our aim of reducing the original interpolation problem to a C 1 Hermite interpolation problem in R2 , with the data-set HCp 1 =
{(0, 0), (u1 , −u1 ), (u0 (0), v 0 (0)), (u0 (1), v 0 (1))}. Since we can always [9] find four
PH quintic interpolants in R2 for a regular C 1 Hermite data-set HCp 1 , we can
obtain four MPH interpolants on the Enneper surface Ωk given by Ψk (α(t)),
where α(t) is the PH quintic that satisfies HCp 1 in R2 . Since Eq. (14) has two
distinct real roots, we can obtain eight MPH interpolants satisfying √
HCs 1 on
two Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind, provided only that |v11 − v12 | > 2|v13 |.

Theorem 3.4. For a regular C 1 Hermite data-set HCs 1 =√{(0, 0, 0), (1, −1, 0),
v0s = (v01 , v02 , 0), v1s = (v11 , v12 , v13 )}, if |v11 + v12 | > 2|v13 |, we can obtain eight generic MPH interpolants satisfying HCs 1 , which lie on two Enneper
surfaces of the 1st kind.

(15)
(16)

Ψk (β(0)) = (0, 0, 0),

Ψk (β(1)) = (1, −1, 0),

∂Ψk
∂Ψk
dΨk (β(t))
|t=0 =
(β(t))|t=0 u0 (0) +
(β(t))|t=0 v 0 (0)
dt
∂u
∂v
= (v01 , v02 , 0),
dΨk (β(t))
∂Ψk
∂Ψk
|t=1 =
(β(t))|t=1 u0 (1) +
(β(t))|t=1 v 0 (1)
dt
∂u
∂v
= (v11 , v12 , v13 ).

d

(17)

of

Proof. This is similar to the proof of the previous theorem. Let Ωk be an
Enneper surface of the 1st kind, parameterized by Ψk , formulated in Eq. (2),
and let β(t) = (u(t), v(t)) (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) be a PH curve on R2 which satisfies
β(0) = (u(0), v(0)) = (0, 0) and β(t) = (u(1), v(1)) = (u1 , u1 ) when u1 6= 0.
Then, since Ψk is PH-MPH transitive, Ψk (β(t)) is also an MPH curve on Ωk . If
we assume that the curve Ψk (β(t)) satisfies HCs 1 , then we obtain the following:

ea

By substituting u(0) = 0, v(0) = 0 and u(1) = u1 , v(1) = u1 into Eq. (2),
we can confirm that Eq. (15) is satisfied if Eq. (8) holds. Making the same
substitution in Eqs. (16) and (17) yields
(18)

(19)

dΨk (β(t))
|t=0 = k(1, 0, 0)u0 (0) + k(0, −1, 0)v 0 (0) = (v01 , v02 , 0),
dt
dΨk (β(t))
|t=1 = k(1, 2u21 , −2u1 )u0 (1) + k(−2u21 , −1, 2u1 )v 0 (1)
dt
= (v11 , v12 , v13 ).

Ah

From Eq. (18) we obtain u0 (0) = vk01 and v 0 (0) = − vk02 if k 6= 0, as in the
previous proof. We can also obtain a value of u1 which satisfies Eq. (19) for
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some v1s in R2,1 , again following the previous proof. From Eq. (10) we obtain
the following:
(20)

ku0 (1) − 2ku21 v 0 (1) = v11 ,

(21)

2ku21 u0 (1) − kv 0 (1) = v12 ,

(22)

−2ku1 u0 (1) + 2ku1 v 0 (1) = v13 .

From these equations we obtain k(2u21 + 1)(u0 (1) − v 0 (1)) = v11 + v12 and
−2k(u0 (1) − v 0 (1))u1 = v13 . Also, since v13 6= 0, we can eliminate the term
(u0 (1) − v 0 (1)) from Eqs. (20)-(22), we finally obtain
2v13 u21 + 2(v11 + v12 )u1 + v13 = 0.

(23)

Ah

ea

d

of

q
√
Thus, if |v11 + v12 | > 2|v13 |, except in the singular case where u1 = ± 32 , we
can obtain two distinct real roots which satisfy this equation. Thus we have
again reduced the original interpolation problem to a C 1 Hermite interpolation
problem in R2 , with the data-set HCp 1 = {(0, 0), (u1 , u1 ), (u0 (0), v 0 (0)), (u0 (1),
√
v 0 (1))}. And again this means that, if |v11 +v12 | > 2|v13 |, we can obtain eight
MPH interpolants satisfying HCs 1 on two Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind. 
√
Remark 3.2. We should
consider what happens when |v11 − v12 | = 2|v13 |
√
or |v11 + v12 | = 2|v13 |. In these cases, Eqs. (14) and (23) usually have
one real root, which is √12 or − √12 . However, if v11 = −v12 = ± v√132 in the
first case, and if v11 = v12 = ± v√132 in the second, we cannot find suitable
values of u0 (1) and v 0 (1) to satisfy Eqs. (7) and (19) respectively. And thus,
we cannot reduce an interpolation problem with MPH curves in R2,1 to a
problem in R2 . However, even though Eq. (7) or Eq. (19) has real solutions,
these cases are singularities which only occur when v1s = (± v√132 , ∓ v√132 , v13 ) and
v1s = (± v√132 , ± v√132 , v13 ) respectively, for any given v13 .
√
Remark 3.3. Let D1 = {(x1 , x2 ,√
x3 ) ∈ R2,1 | |x1 − x2 | > 2|x3 |}, D2 =
{(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈ R2,1 | |x1 + x2 | > 2|x3 |}. Then, from the previous two theorems, we see that the standardized data-set of a regular C 1 Hermite data-set,
HCs 1 = {ps0 , ps1 , v0s , v1s }, is admissible if and only if v1s ∈ D1 when ps1 = (1, 1, 0),
or v1s ∈ D2 when ps1 = (1, −1, 0). The regions of admissible values of the end
velocity vectors can be indirectly visualized represented by using the projection
π : (x1 , x2 , x3 ) 7→ (x1 , x2 ), with the results shown in Figure 3. According to this
figure, for a point in the x1 x2 -plane, it seems that there can be two possibilities
for admissibility. Here note that they are not freely optional but alternative for
a regular C 1 Hermite data-set, depending on whether we choose ps1 = (1, 1, 0)
or (1, −1, 0). However, when solving the interpolation problems with MPH
biarcs for two admissible data-sets with an appropriate junction-point and its
velocity vector as in Example 3.3, they can be freely optional.
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(b)
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Figure 3. Projection of the region of v1s into the x1 x2 -plane,
for a fixed value of v13 , when HCs 1 is regular: (a) π(D1 ); (b)
π(D2 ). The green region represents π(D1c ∩ D2c ).
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ea
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Example 3.2. Let HCs 1 =√{(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), v0s = (1, 2, 0), v1s = (1, 5, −2)}.
Then, since |v11 − v12 | > 2|v13 |, Eq. (14) has two distinct solutions u1 =
−0.2761423750, −1.707106781. Using Theorem 3.3, we can obtain eight interpolants on two Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind, shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b):
Each of them is obtained by means of a parametrization Ψk (α(t)), where each
α(t) is a PH quintic interpolant, shown in Fig. 5(a) and√(b), satisfying the dataset HCp11 = Ψ−1 (HCs 1 ) in R2 . Next, since |v11 + v12 | > 2|v13 |, Eq. (23) has two
distinct solutions u1 = 0.177124344, 2.822875656. Thus, using Theorem 3.4,
we can obtain eight interpolants on two Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind, satisfying HCs̃ 1 = {(0, 0, 0), (1, −1, 0), v0s = (1, 2, 0), v1s = (1, 5, −2)}, as shown in
Fig. 4(c) and (d): Each of them is obtained using parametrization Ψk (β(t)),
where each β(t) is a PH quintic interpolant, shown in Fig. 5(c) and (d), satis2
s̃
fying the data-set HCp21 = Ψ−1
k (HC 1 ) in R .
Comparing Figures 4 and 5, we find that the interpolants with good shape in
R2,1 are mainly obtained from the C-shaped PH quintic interpolants with the
lowest bending energy in R2 . However, when the velocity vectors of HCpi1 are
nearly parallel, the interpolant with the best shape is obtained by the S-shaped
simple PH quintic interpolant in R2 . We also observe that the interpolants satisfying HCs 1 (HCs̃ 1 ) on Ωk , corresponding one-to-one with these obtained using
Ψk , have the same topologies shapes as the PH quintic interpolants satisfying
HCp11 (HCp21 ) in R2 , respectively.
To assess the fairness of Rinterpolants more objectively, we introduce a measure of bending energy ε = γ κ2 ds, where γ(s) is a planar curve parameterized

(b)

of

(a)

d

(c)

(d)

ea

Figure 4. MPH interpolants satisfying HCs 1 and HCs̃ 1 in Example 3.2: (a) four MPH interpolants satisfying HCs 1 on Ωk ,
obtained using Ψk when u1 = −0.2761423750; (b) four MPH
interpolants satisfying HCs 1 on Ωk , obtained using Ψk when
u1 = −1.707106781; (c) four MPH interpolants satisfying HCs̃ 1
on Ωk , obtained using Ψk when u1 = 0.177124344; and (d)
four MPH interpolants satisfying HCs̃ 1 on Ωk , obtained using
Ψk when u1 = 2.822875656. The interpolants drawn in red are
obtained by applying the mapping Ψk to the corresponding
red interpolants in Figure 5, which are those with the lowest
bending energy.
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(c)

(d)

ea

d

Figure 5. PH quintic interpolants in R2 satisfying HCp11 and
HCp21 in Example 3.2: (a) four PH quintic interpolants satisfying HCp11 in R2 when u1 = −0.2761423750; (b) four PH quintic
interpolants satisfying HCp11 in R2 when u1 = −1.707106781;
(c) four PH quintic interpolants satisfying HCp21 in R2 when
u1 = 0.177124344; and (d) four PH quintic interpolants satisfying HCp21 in R2 when u1 = 2.822875656. The interpolants
drawn in red are those with the lowest bending energy for that
value of u1 .

Ah

by arc length s, and κ(s) is the curvature of γ(s). In general, low bending
energy and short arc length are both desirable properties of interpolants. Either of the interpolants shown in red in Figure 5(a)-(d) has the lowest bending
energy. Then, in this case, as shown in Table 1, since the lowest values of
arc-length is achieved at a high cost in terms of bending energy in most cases,
we select the interpolant shown in red in Figure 5(a) as the best: it has not
only fairly lower bending energy but also the shortest arc-length among all the
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interpolants (see Table 1). Finally, according to this suggested perspective,
Table 1. Comparison of the bending energies and arc-lengths
of the interpolants shown in Fig. 5.
Curves in (a)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Curves in (c)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Energy
Arc-length
51264.476
0.443
584.398
0.518
17.183
0.443
441.210
0.518
Energy
Arc-length
25.356
3.605
34.284
2.594
197.006
2.483
18.042
3.573

Curves in (b)
Energy
(1)
13.327
(2)
837637.659
(3)
11.488
(4)
460.304
Curves in (d)
Energy
(1)
47.534
(2)
276.633
(3)
387.380
(4)
259.682

Arc-length
3.428
3.224
3.224
3.428
Arc-length
15.474
6.473
3.351
4.085

ea

d
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it seems to be reasonable to consider each of the interpolants shown in red
in Figure 4(a) and (c) to be the best MPH interpolant, respectively satisfying
the original data-set HCs 1 and HCs̃ 1 .
This example also shows that, for a single admissible terminal velocity vector in the regular standard data-set of a C 1 Hermite data-set, either Theorem 3.3 or 3.4 alone can produce interpolants. But this does not mean that
we can use the PH-MPH transitive mapping Ψk to obtain a possible total of
16 interpolnats lying on Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind from a single regular
Hermite data-set. When the terminal velocity vector v1s is such that Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 are both applicable, each theorem works on a different C 1
Hermite data-set in R2,1 , corresponding respectively to the standard data-set
HCs 1 = {(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), v0s , v1s } and HCs?1 = {(0, 0, 0), (1, −1, 0), v0s? , v1s }.
So why is it not possible to obtain 16 MPH interpolants satisfying a single
data-set in this situation? Of course, reducing the original data-set to one of
the standard data-sets HCs 1 or HCs?1 does not prevent us from obtaining another data-set by rotating the velocity vectors of the reduced data-set through
π
π
2 or − 2 . If the velocity vectors of the reduced data-set are (v01 , v02 , v03 )
and (v11 , v12 , v13 ), then we can construct a new data-set with velocity vectors
(v02 , −v01 , v03 ) and (v12 , −v11 , v13 ). However, an Enneper surface of the 1st
kind Ωk parameterized by Ψk is symmetrical under a rotation through π2 or
− π2 around the x3 -axis. So the new set of eight interpolants will coincide with
the original set, and we have created no extra interpolants.

Ah

Remark 3.4. Recall that v1s should be space-like, i.e., v1s ∈ ∆ = {(x1 , x2 , x3 ) ∈
x22 > x23 }. Figure 3 suggests that, for any particular value of
R2,1 | x21 + S
v13 , π(D
when v1s ∈ S =
S1 ) π(D2 ) covers most of π(∆), except in the case
s
∆ \ D1 D2 (the green region in Figure 3). But, what if v1 ∈ S? In this case,
our method does not work since v1s is not admissible. Does that mean that v1s
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2,1
is not admissible only when
other
T v1c ∈ S throughout R ? Then,
T singulars
ities are possible: v1 ∈ ∆ D1 when p1 = (1, 1, 0), and v1s ∈ ∆ D2c when
p1 = (1, −1, 0). For these situations, we propose constructing a piecewise interpolant with two segments [15]. First, we assume that the regular standardized
data-set HCs 1 of a C 1 Hermite data-set HC1 has a singular space-like terminal
velocity vector v1s = (v11 , v12 , v13 ): for example, any v1s ∈ S. Next, assuming
p1 = (1, 1, 0), we introduce a suitable junction-point p∗ near the line-segment
between p0 = (0, 0, 0) and p1 = (1, 1, 0), and also a space-like velocity vector v∗ which is admissible for our method, for example v∗ ∈ D. Then we
can obtain two new C 1 Hermite data-sets HC1 1 = {p0 = (0, 0, 0), p∗ , v0 , v∗ }
and HC2 1 = {p∗ , p1 , v∗ , v1 }. We can easily transform HC1 1 to the standardized
data-set HC1s1 by rotating it around the z-axis in R2,1 and scaling. Then we can
readily obtain MPH interpolants satisfying HC1s1 using Theorem 3.3 and 3.4. If
we can also standardize HC2 1 so that it can undergo simple transformations such
as rotation, translation and scaling, which preserve the MPH property, then we
can obtain MPH interpolants satisfying HC2s1 , again using Theorems 3.3 and 3.4.
Then, by joining two interpolants which respectively satisfy HC1 1 and HC2 1 , we
can obtain MPH interpolants which satisfy the original C 1 Hermite data-set
HCs 1 . The following example illustrates this approach.

Ah

ea
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s
Example 3.3. Consider a inadmissible standard C 1 Hermite data-set
T HcC 1 =
s
s
s
{(0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 0), v0 = (1, 0, 0), v1 = (1, 0.5, 0.5)}. Note that
v1 ∈ ∆ D1 and
√
3
1
s
√
, 0) and a
p1 = (1, 1, 0). Now we introduce a junction-point p∗ = ( 3+1 , √3+1
1 1
velocity vector v∗ = (1, 2 , 8 ) at p∗ . Then, as discussed above, we can obtain
two regular C 1 Hermite data-sets HC1 1 = {(0, 0, 0), p∗ , v0s = (1, 0, 0), v∗ } and
HC2 1 = {p∗ , (1, 1, 0), v∗ , v1s = (1, 0.5, 0.5)}. Since v∗ is admissible, the former is
easily transformed to an admissible standard data-set HC1s1 by suitable rotation
and scaling. It is more complicated to standardize the data-set HC2 1 ; but it can
be achieved by a Euclidean rotation which makes the vector ps1 − p∗ parallel to
(1, 1, 0), and followed by a hyperbolic rotation which makes the initial velocity
vector tangent to the xy-plane. There are followed √
by a translation such that
p∗ 7→ (0, 0, 0) and a scaling such that kps1 − p∗ k 7→ 2. These produce a standard data-set HC2s1 = {ps∗ = (0, 0, 0), ps1 = (1, 1, 0), v∗s = (0.933, 0.250, 0), v1s̃ =
(0.8080, 0.7165, 0.0604)}. Note that v1s̃ = (0.8080, 0.7165, 0.0604) is admissible.
Thus we can use Theorem 3.3 to obtain eight interpolants satisfying HC1s1 and
eight more that satisfy HC2s1 . Applying the inverse of the transformation used
to standardize the data-sets, we can finally obtain 64 interpolants, in pairs,
each of which meet with C 1 continuity at the junction-point p∗ , and satisfy
the original data-set HCs 1 , as shown in Figure 6(a).
We can now try to select the interpolant with the best-shape. The eight
interpolants on each Ωk have three types of shape: a C-shape an S-shape or a
loop. We discard the loops at once, and compare the bending energies ε of the
planar PH interpolants corresponding to the remaining MPH interpolants, as
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we did in Example 3.2. The interpolant with best shape can be considered to
be that formed from the two simple PH quintic segments with the lowest total
bending energy from each of the sets of quintics which respectively satisfy the
p2
−1
1s
2s
2
data-sets HCp11 = Ψ−1
k (HC 1 ) and HC 1 = Ψk (HC 1 ) in R . There are shown in
Figure 6 (b).

(b)

of

(a)

Figure 6. MPH interpolants
which pass through the
√
3
1
junction-point p∗ = ( √3+1
, √3+1
, 0) with C 1 continuity, and
satisfy HCs 1 in Example 3.3: (a) the best-shaped MPH interpolant satisfying HCs 1 ; (b) 16 MPH interpolants on two
Enneper surfaces of the 1st kind satisfying HCs 1 containing
the best-shaped MPH interpolant. The interpolants satisfying
HC1 1 are drown in blue, and these satisfying HC2 1 in red.

ea

d

Remark 3.5. Note that, even though we can obtain some interpolants with good
shape as shown in Figure 6, the process of standardizing the given data-set
seems fairly complicated, as stated in Remark 3.4. Hence, it seems interesting
to compare these interpolants with the ones obtained by existing methods for
the same data-set, including the processes of dealing with data-sets, which
seems to be a good theme in future work for utilization.
4. Conclusions and suggestions for further study

Ah

We have introduced PH-MPH transitive mappings which transform planar
PH curves to MPH curves in R2,1 , and proved the parameterizations of Enneper
surfaces of the 1st and the 2nd kind and conjugates of Enneper surfaces of
the 2nd kind are PH-MPH transitive. We showed how to solve C 1 Hermite
interpolation problems in R2,1 , for admissible C 1 Hermite data-sets, using a
parametrization of Enneper surface of the 1st kind, and proved that we can
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generically obtain eight interpolants which satisfy the data-set on two such
surfaces. We also showed, by means of an example, that piecewise interpolants
can satisfy some inadmissible data-sets.
The results obtained in this paper and some topics related to them raise further questions, in particular regarding inadmissible data-sets. Does the method
using MPH biarcs always work and, if so, can we prove it? Or can we find other
PH-MPH transitive mappings to replace Ψk , including Φk and Φ∗k , for which
all terminal velocity vectors are admissible? It seems that it might be possible
to make better use of the mapping Φ∗k , since the surface Σ∗k parameterized by
Φ∗k is also a ruled surface [14], as Ωk does.
The answers to more general questions require a thorough understanding of
PH-MPH transitive mappings, which also merit further study. What makes
a polynomial mapping PH-MPH transitive? And can we characterize all the
possible polynomial PH-MPH transitive mappings of a given degree in terms of
geometric properties such as their relationship to parameterizations of Enneper
surfaces? Answering these questions for quadratic and cubic mappings, except
parameterizations of Enneper surfaces, could be a feasible goal for a research
project. Finally, from the viewpoint of practical utility in application, it is also
important to focus intensively on the mappings which directly map spatial PH
curves into spatial MPH curves and their use in interpolation problems.
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